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Abst rac t .  A technique for transformation of definite logic programs is 
presented. A first phase performs an analysis of the extended call/exit 
patterns of the source program. It is shown that a particular form of 
correct abstract call/exit patterns can be used as a guide to control the 
transformation itself and can help to generate the target program having 
desired properties. The technique provides a framework which, combined 
with problem specific information concerning the source program, can 
lead to nontrivial transformations. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The most popular approaches for definite logic program transformations are 
based on unfold/fold and goal replacement operations applied to the clauses of 
a source program. The unfold/fold transformations have been introduced in [5] 
and later were applied to logic programming in [25, 15, 24]. The recent paper 
[13] s revisits the framework developed by Tamaki and Sato. 

In this paper we are developing another approach to logic program trans- 
formation. Namely, we consider transformations which are performed into two 
phases: a first phase performs a complete static data  flow analysis to derive a 
transformation guide of the source program, the second phase follows the guide to 
transform the source logic program (here we follow some basic ideas of [14, 12]). 
In [1, 2] we have introduced a rather general and powerful approach to derive 
unfold/fold transformations of definite logic programs by abstract interpreta- 
tion. The unfold/fold transformations, which can be obtained in this way, have 
been shown to be more general than those of Tamaki and Sato. Indeed, as it 
was pointed out in [18, 13], SLD-like tree analysis can produce transformations 
which cannot always be expressed in terms of unfold/fold transformations as 
described in [25, 15, 24]. 
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The paper aims at introducing a logic program transformation framework, 
which is capable of performing complex transformations by applying unfold/fold 
and goal replacement transformations which are specialised by problem specific 
information which are specialised. It is clear, that  a toolkit having such a rich set 
of elementary operations has to be controlled by high level specifications, which 
are to be sufficiently expressive to describe the target of the transformation of the 
source program. In this respect the central idea of our approach is to specify the 
behaviour of the target program in the form of its possible call/exit  pat terns.  The 
source program can have a lot of different sets of call/exit patterns (by choosing 
different computation rules), so it is possible to choose the most suitable ones and 
to obtain by transformation the program, having the specified cM1/exit patterns, 
i.e. to fix by transformation the desired behaviour of the program. 

The paper is organised as follows: after some preliminaries in section 3 we 
introduce a special variant of SLD resolution, which is used as basis for our 
approach. Afterwards we present a technique to represent call/exit  patterns and 
use them as a guide during execution of the definite logic program. The results of 
the execution are used to transform the program. The new program reflects the 
specified call/exit structure. In section 4 we give an extensive example, which 
shows an advanced technique usable for deriving non trivial transformations. 

2 P r e l i m i n a r i e s  

In what follows the standard terminology and the basic knowledge of the theory 
of logic programming, as can be found in [20], is assumed. We will use the 
standard notions of SLD derivation and refutation, unification and idempotent 
substitution. The properties of unification and substitutions presented in [9, 19] 
are used indirectly throughout the paper. 

The capital letters B,Q and R denote conjunctions of atoms. In the sequel 
they are considered as collections and are called blocks. The letters A and H 
denote atoms. Where convenient, we write E ( X )  to denote a syntactical object 
E (block, atom, goal or other expression over the set of terms) with variables 
X. By var(E) we denote the set of variables, occurring in the syntactical object 
E (so - -  

The greek letters O, a, ~a and r will be used to denote idempotent sub- 
stitutions. Given a substitution 0, 0 I~=r(E) will denote the restriction of the 
substitution 0 to the variables occurring in E.  Given an expression E over the 
set of terms, ES, the instance of E by 8, is defined as usual. 

The greek letter X is used to denote set of constraints or equations. The 
most general unifier of a solvable set of constraints is an idempotent  substitu- 
tion a which we denote by solv(x). Given the well known correspondence be- 
tween solved form and idempotent substitutions [19], we sometimes write eq(a) 
to denote the solved form corresponding to a substitution or. With X a set of 
constraints, by Xa we mean xUeq(a). An empty set of constraints 0 corresponds 
to the identity substitution {}. We consider a definite logic program P to be a 
set of definite clauses { c l , . . . ,  c,~) equipped with an initial goal Go. The succes- 
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sive goals in a SLD derivation for the initial goal wrt P will be denoted by Gi, 
i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n. In the context of this paper we will always deal with programs 
having exactly the same initial goal Go =4-- e, where the predicate symbol e 
never appears in the bodies of the clauses {c l , . . . ,  c,~}. The predicate e is  used 
to declare the "entry points" of a program. Moreover, given two logic programs 
P1 and P2, the intersection of the corresponding languages includes all function 
symbols but only one predicate symbol, namely e. It is clear, that all these re- 
strictions cannot influence the generality of the presentation. Finally, we have a 
simple notion of equivalence of programs: two programs P1 and P2 are equivalent 
iff they are logically equivalent wrt the common language (an extensive discus- 
sion of the topic can be found in [21]). This notion of logic program equivalence 
is the most appropriate one for a wide class of applications. 

3 U s i n g  E x t e n d e d  C a l l / E x i t  P a t t e r n s  f o r  C o n t r o l l i n g  

L o g i c  P r o g r a m  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  

In this section we present an algorithm for logic program transformation based 
upon call/exit analysis of an SLD-like tree of the source program P. So firstly 
we describe a special variant of SLD-resolution to be used as the main engine 
for the call/exit analysis. 

3.1 E x t e n d e d  OLD Resolu t ion  

Extended OLD resolution was introduced by us in [1, 2] and deviates from the 
standard SLD resolution only by imposing certain restrictions on the computa- 
tion rule. Namely, the SLD derivation 

Go cx e I GI,..., c,, of, Ga 

is an EOLD derivation for the initial goal Go wrt a definite logic program P 
provided that any goal Gi in the derivation is represented as an ordered sequences 
< B1, B2, ...B~ >, m > 0 of conjunctions of atoms (blocks) and the computation 
rule always selects an atom from the first block. Given a goal G represented as an 
ordered sequence of blocks, HGII will denote the collection of all atoms occurring 
in G (In OLD resolution [26, 16] blocks have only one atom). 

The following definition gives a more precise description of an EOLD resolu- 
tion step. 

Definit ion 1. EOLD Resolve~t 
Let G~ be a goal represented as < B1, B2, . . . ,  Bm >, m ~ 1, A the atom selected 
from B1, Ci+l a standardised apart input clause from P, Oi+l the mgu of A and 
the head of the clause c~+1. Then G~+I is derived from Gi and ci+l using mgu 
0i+1 via the EOLD computation rule if G~+I is obtained by applying the following 
two steps: 
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- construct the auxiliary goal G'  = <  B~, B 2 , . . . ,  Bm >, where B~ -- B1 with 
A replaced by the possibly empty body of ci+l 

- i f  B~ is empty, t h e n  Gi+l ---< B 2 , . . . ,  B m >  0~+1; e lse  part i t ion the first 
block B~ of G' into a number  of non empty parts (blocks) B~I , B '  

�9 " " ,  I k '  

k > I, and let Gi+ 1 :< B~I, . .  I ", _ . , B l k , B 2 , . .  Brn > 0i+1 blocks 

[] 

In what follows the definition of a subrefutation in an EOLD derivation will 
play an important  role. 

D e f i n i t i o n  2. EOLD Subrefutation 

An EOLD subderivation of the form Gi c,+1 0~+1 G i + l , . . . ,  c" 0~, G,, is an EOLD 
subrefutation for the first block B1 of the goal Gi = <  B1, B 2 , . . . ,  Bk >, /e > 1 if 
either G,, = < >  and k = 1 (i.e. the subderivation is a refutation for B1) or there 
exists a substitution o "4, such that  II < B~, ...B~ > all : IIG,~I[ and there is no 
goal Gj, i ~ j < n having this property in the subderivation. The substitution 
0i+10i+2 . . .  0,~ is called an answer substitution of the subrefutation. [] 

Notice that  EOLD resolution is sound and complete because soundness and 
completeness of SLD resolution is independent from the computat ion rule [20]. 

Any expression identical, up to variable renaming, with the first block B 
of the goal G is said to be an eztended call of the goal (it will be denoted by 
call(G)). The corresponding ezten, ded answer (it will be denoted by snaky(G)) 
is any expression identical, up to variable renaming, with BS, where 8 is the 
answer substitution of some refutation of block B. Extended call/exit  patterns 
of EOLD trees describe important  properties of programs. So below we present 
a technique for safely approximating the complete set of call/exit  patterns. 

3.2 A Safe A p p r o x i m a t i o n  o f  C a l l / E x i t  P a t t e r n s  

Consider a complete (and, thus, possibly infinite) EOLD tree for a logic program 
P.  The complete Call/Exit cover of the tree is the set of all call/exlt  pairs of the 
form [K ~ Ansi(K)] ,  where the key K is an extended call and the set A n s i ( K )  
is the set of all corresponding extended answers. In general the complete CE- 
cover is infinite. So we need a finite abstraction which is a safe approximation. 
A finite correct abstract CE-cover for an EOLD tree can be defined as follows. 
Suppose there is some equivalence relation over the set of all blocks such that  
the set of distinct equivalence classes is finite. Then the set of keys occurring in 
the complete CE-cover can be represented by a finite set {K~,  K ~ ' , . . . ,  K~'} of 
equivalence classes. Let Answ ~ (K ~) be the finite set of equivalence classes of 
blocks occurring in a set 

LJ Ans (g). 
K E K  ~ 

4 In the context of EOLD resolution the substitution a is exactly the s u b s t i t u t i o n  

0i+1 .. .  0,~. Below we will use the modified EOLD resolution, where this property is 
not always the case. 
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Then the complete abstract CE-cover is a finite set of abstract  call/exit  pairs 

{[K~ :=~ Answ~(g~)] l i = 1, . . . ,n} .  

Let G be a goal occurring in an COLD tree. Given a complete abstract  CE-cover, 
the extended call call(G) is said to be covered by the key g ~ iff call(G) 6 K ~. 
Similarly, the extended answer answ(G) is said to be covered iff the correspond- 
ing extended call call(G) is covered by the key K ~ and answ(G) belongs to 
some equivalence class occurring in the set Answ ~ (K ~). 

The complete abstract  cover requires all call/exit  pairs to be covered. In the 
sequel we will need a more flexible description of program properties: we will 
allow that  not all call/exit  pairs are covered. This will be used to control the 
t ransformation of the source program P (see below). Consider the following more 
flexible description of call/exit  patterns.  

D e f i n i t i o n  3. Safe Abstract Call~Celt Cover 
Given an EOLD tree, a safe abstract  CE-cover  of the tree is a subset of the 
complete abstract  finite CE-cover such that  the number  of not covered extended 
cal ls  and answers occurring in the COLD tree is finite. O 

In what follows we will always assume tha t  the COLD tree and the corre- 
sponding safe abstract  CE-cover  satisfy the following conditions: 6 

- Every equivalence class can be represented by a block of atoms.  All elements 
of an equivalence class are instances of its corresponding block. Thus we will 
not distinguish between equivalence classes and their corresponding blocks. 

- The block size of an EOLD tree is bounded by some constant. 

The conditions above ensure that  any COLD tree has a (safe) abstract  finite 
CE-cover.  For example, a trivial CE-cover  can be obtained using only recursive 
predicate symbols of the program P with distinct variables as arguments  to 
construct the blocks of the equivalence classes. 

Ezample 1. The empty  set is a safe abstract  CE-cover  for any EOLD tree, which 
can be constructed for any logic program P having a finite extended minimal  
model E M M p  (see [10]) provided tha t  the block size is bounded. Also the set 

{[q(X) =~ EMMp(q)] I q E P} 

is always a safe (possibly infinite) CE-cover  for any program P,  where q E P are 
the predicates of P and EMMp(q) C EMMp are the elements of the extended 
minimal  model of P having a predicate symbol q. Moreover it is complete CE- 
c o v e r .  

On the other hand, the empty  set is not a safe cover of any OLD tree, which 
can be constructed for the program 

e(X) ~-- even(s(X)). 
even(O). 
even( s( s( X) ) ) ~-- even(X). 

These conditions are not strictly necessary. We use them to :simplify the presentation. 
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with the standard goal ~ e(X), because the number of not covered answers 
is infinite. Notice, that  the number of not covered calls is finite. The abstract 
CE-cover 

{[even(X) ~ {even(Y)}}} 
is safe for any OLD tree, which can be constructed for the above program. 1:3 

A safe abstract CE-cover can be used to control EOLD resolution and to 
construct a tree having a special shape. 

3.3 M o d i f i e d  E O L D  R e s o l u t i o n  

Our framework uses a special variant of EOLD resolution. In order to introduce 
it we need some auxiliary definitions. Firstly, we will use eztended goals, which 
are sequences of blocks and ezit markers. An exit marker is a block which is 
syntactically different from any block of atoms and has the form AG (a, X), where 
G is a goal in the current EOLD derivation, a is a substitution and X is a set of 
constraints. The goal G is the goal, where the exit marker has been inserted. The 
initial goal always has the form Go = <  r AGo({}, r >. Given a substitution 9, 
we will assume that  

x)0 : x u eq(0)). 
Secondly, we will use two special operations: a key factorisation and an exit 

marker elimination. The former inserts an exit marker, while the latter deletes it. 
Key factorisation is a transformation of a goal G = <  B1, B 2 , . . . ,  Bn >,  where 
B1 is a block of atoms. If there exists a standardised apart  key K = K ( W )  
in the CE-cover, i.e. var(K) = W, W n vat(G) = 0, and a substitution or, 
dam(a) : W such that  B1 : Ka (i.e. the block B1 is covered by the key g ) ,  
then the key factorisation replaces the goal G by < K, An(a ,  0), B~ , . - . ,  Bn >. It 
is important  to notice that  after key factorisation the first block of the goal has 
"fresh" variables, which differ from the variables in the other blocks of atoms. 

The ezit marker elimination is applicable to a non singleton goal if the goal 
has at least two exit markers and if its first element is an exit marker. Let 

G :</ko l (Cr l ,X1) ,B1 , . . . ,Bm, /ka2(a2 ,Xa) , . . .  >, rn ~ 0 

be a goal, where Aa2(a2, X~) is the second exit marker in the goal. There exists 
always at least one exit maker because any goal contains the exit marker of 
the initial goal, i.e. any goal has the form < . . . ,  AGo({},X) >. Suppose that  
0 = solv(xl) ~ fail  and G1 = <  K ( W ) , A G I ( c r l , r  > with dora(a) = W 
(cf. key factorisation above). Then the safety of the CE-cover ensures (see def. 
4 below, which describes the structure of a derivation), that  there exist a key 
g = K( W)  and a corresponding answer ga,,~,,~ with dom(a~n,~) = W such 
that  KO is an instance of Ka~,,~,  i.e. 

r o  : (r, ,o,, , ,~ho , and soZv(eq(,~o,,,,~)U eq(~,)) = solv(Xl) 

Then the exit marker elimination creates the new goal G' : ezit(G), 

G' - -< B 1 , . . . ,  Bin,/kG~(GZ, X2 tJ eq (~ ) ) . . .  > ~b, 
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where ~ -- solv(eq(~rl)U eq(tT~,~,~,)). The substitution ~ is exactly the part of the 
answer which is "prescribed" by the CE-cover to instantiate the remaining part  
of the goal. Therefore, ~ is applied to the whole goal, while the not allowed part 

is added to the constraints of the next exit marker. In this way ~ is isolated 
(but not lost!) in the next exit marker. This explains why it is always necessary 
to have at least one exit marker - it accumulates the parts of the answers which 
have to be delayed. 

The extensions above allow to modify standard EOLD resolution as follows. 
Let us denote by resolve~oLD (G, c) the goal, which can be derived from the 
goal G and input clause c E P by applying a standard EOLD resolution step 
(cf. def. 1). 

D e f i n i t i o n 4 .  (Modified) EOLD* Resolve~tt 
Given a CE-cover and an extended goal G = <  BI, B2 , - - ' ,  B= >, the (modified) 
EOLD* resolution step 

Gi oi+~ G,+I ' Gi4-1 : resolve~OLD(Gi, ci-l-1) 

consists of o~e of the following operations: 

1. If B1 is a block of atoms (not an exit marker), derive the intermediate goai 

G' = resolveEoLD (Gi, el+l) 

and construct the corresponding substitution 6i+1 and: 
I ! . .  I f  the goal G'  has the form < BI, B2, - >, where B~ is a block of atoms 

such that  the key factorisation on B~ is applicable, 
t h e n  Gi+l = <  K,/Xa~+i(a , 0), B~ , . . .  > 
e lse  (the key factorisation is not applicable) G~+I = G'. 

2. If the goal G has the form < ZXa(~,X),... > (the first block is an exit 
marker) do: 
i f  the exit marker elimination is applicable on Aa(o',  X) 
t h e n  Gi+l = ezit(Gi), 81+l = tr 
e lse  (exit marker elimination is not applicable) the goal is non-extendable 

[] 

In the sequel we will assume that all failed branches of the modified EOLD* 
tree are dropped. A branch of the tree is considered to be a failed branch iff it 
contains a non extendable goal G such that  it is either a failed goal in standard 
sense (cf. def. 1) or the set of all constraints occurring in G is not solvable. Then 
definition 4 above ensures the following simple properties of the modified EOLD* 
trees: 

- A goal G is a non extendable goal iff it is a success goal of the form G = <  
~a0({} ,  X) >, sotv(x) # fa i l .  
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- The definition of subrefutation (cf. def. 2) and the notions of extended calls 
and answers, which have been introduced above in the context of s tandard 
EOLD resolution (cf. section 3.1), are also applicable to the goals of the 
modified EOLD* trees (including the goals having an exit marker as a first 
element), but the answer substitutions have another meaning (see prop. 5 
and 6 below). 

- Each covered extended call occurring in the tree occurs as a key in the CE- 
cover 

Consider a standard EOLD tree and the corresponding modified EOLD* tree 
constructed wrt some safe finite abstract CE-cover. The relation between them 
is given in the following proposition: 

P r o p o s l t l o n 5 .  The BOLD* tree constr~cted using some safe finite abstrac~ 
CE-cover contains a derivation 

Go o ,  G1, . . . , - ~  G ,  

having the final success #oal G ,  of the form < AGo((}, X) >, cr = solv(x) ~ fa i l  
(i.e. the refutation of the initial goal) iff the standard BOLD tree contains a 
refutation 

I t 

Go o l G'I,..., o.% G~, n > m 

such that G~n = < >  and solv( eq( 01) U . . . U eq( On ) U X) = solv( x ) = 81 . . .  8~m . Q 

The following proposition describes the most important  feature of EOLD* 
resolution. 

P r o p o s l t l o n 6 .  Given an EOLD* tree constructed usin 9 some safe finite ab- 
stract CE-cover, any eztended call of an eztendable goal occurring in the tree 
has a finite number of corresponding eztended answers, while the length of the 
corresponding subrefutation and their total number can be unbounded. 0 

The propositions 5 and 6 are very important  for the transformation algorithm 
introduced below. 

3.4 T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  A l g o r i t h m  

Given an EOLD* tree constructed wrt some safe abstract CE-cover,  the algo- 
r i thm for generating a new logic program H is the following: 

1. Introducing New Predicate Symbols: for each key K different from e in the 
CE-cover generate a fresh predicate symbol 7r/n, where n is the number of 
distinct variables occurring in the key K e. The predicate symbol �9 is also 
included in the set of predicate symbols of the program H.  In this way each 
covered extended call in the EOLD* tree is associated with a new predicate 
symbol o f / / .  

6 In [3] we give powerful conditions, which allow for dropping some arguments of the 
new predicates. 
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2. Sy~zthesisilzg New Program Clauses: for each subrefutation of the first block 
of a goal G having the form 

G 01)GI~..., 0 . ) G ,  

where G = <  K,/\G(~r, $),--- > and G,~ --< /\u(cr, X ) , . . .  > (i.e. the key 
factorisation has been successful for the goal G), construct a new clause of 
the p r o g r a m / / o f  the form 

(~0(X0)  ~- ~,,(y-~,),..., ~,~(Y,~) )soZv(~) 

where: 
- vr0 is a new predicate symbol associated with the block of atoms B0 

(covered extended call of G) and Xo = var(Bo) 
- G~ r G, j = 1 , . . . ,  m are all goals occurring in the subrefutation B0 of 

the form 

G~, = <  B ~ ,  A a , ~  ( ~ i j ,  X~j ), " " , A a ( .  . .) . . . > ,  

such that the exit marker/ku(a~#, Xii) is exactly the second element in 
the goal (the latter means that we consider only the top level covered 
extended calls occurring in the subrefutation of B0) 

- 7ri# is the predicate associated with the covered extended call of Gij 
(which corresponds to the block of atoms B~) and Y,~ = var(B~j), 
j = 1 , . . . ,m 

- E = [J~ eq(Oi~), where 8i~ is the substitution labelling the EOLD* step 

Gib-i Oi~ Gib 

and the goals Gi~ ~ G, k = 1 , . . . ,  1 are all the goals in the subrefutation 
of B0 having the form 

Gi, =< B s ~ ,  Aa(,~,Xi,),---> 

o r  

G~ =< B~,, Aa,, (~, ,  X~,), '",  A t ( . . . ) . . .  > 

where Bsi~ is a (possibly empty) sequence of blocks of atoms (here we 
consider all top level calls occurring in the subrefutation of B0) 

For the clauses which are synthesised from the refutations of the initial goal 
Go = <  r ({}, 0) > the predicate r is used to construct the clause head. 
Notice that Xo, Yi j ,  j = 1, . . . ,  m are disjoint sets of variables. 

3. The Final Program: consider the set of all clauses, which can be obtained 
following the algorithm above. If clauses which are renaming of each other 
are considered identical, then the set of clauses is finite. Moreover, the new 
program H is logically equivalent to the source program P wrt the common 
language, which consists of only one predicate symbol c and all function 
symbols. 
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To be convinced that  the algorithm always generates a finite program, it is 
sufficient to notice the following: 

- All goals of the form G = <  K, A o ( - - ' ) ' "  > have exactly the same (up 
to the variable renaming) set of subrefutations for the first block, because 
the key factorisation always creates the first block with fresh variables, and 
thus the set of subrefutations is independent from the particular goal in the 
tree. In other words, the influence of the other blocks on the goal is isolated 
(delayed) in the exit marker in the form of a set of constraints. This means, 
that  the final program has a finite number of predicate definitions (one for 
each key in the CE-cover and one for e). 

- The number of clauses in each definition is finite. Suppose that  there is 
a definition having an infinite number of clauses. This implies, that  the 
extended call, which corresponds to the predicate symbol of the definition, 
has an infinite number of extended answers. This contradicts proposition 6. 
For the same reason the number of atoms in the bodies of the clauses is also 
bounded. 

The equivalence of the source program P and the program H can be derived 
by using proposition 5 and by showing that  any EOLD* refutation of P,  which is 
constructed wrt a chosen safe finite CE-cover, can be simulated by some OLD* 
refutation (EOLD* with singleton blocks!) of ii7, which is constructed wrt the 
trivial CE-cover (constructed from the new predicates having distinct variables 
as arguments) and vice versa. 

Let us provide some important  remarks concerning the applicability of the 
logic program transformation framework, which has been introduced above. The 
presentation above was given under assumption that  there exists an EOLD tree 
having a safe CE-cover. Finding the EOLD tree and the CE-cover is intended to 
be solved separately during a first phase. In the next section we will give several 
remarks concerning this problem. 

It should be clear from the discussion above, that  we really need to con- 
struct only some upper portion of the EOLD* tree. Namely, all keys occurring 
in the CE-cover and some portion of the corresponding subrefutations have to 
be discovered in the tree s . This problem is also addressed in the next section. 

The presentation itself of the transformation algorithm was given in a form, 
which was as simple as possible (the price of the simplicity is that  the algorithm 
uses too many intermediate variables, which are not always necessary). For the 
same reason a tabulation mechanism [26]) was not included too. Here we were 
mainly interested in the careful investigation of the class of logic program trans- 
formations (see sections 4 and 5 below), which can be derived in our framework. 
So we have omitted technical details related to an efficient implementation of the 

7 This means, that the algorithm is capable to derive FOLD transformations. 
s Using the specially constructed CE-cover we significantly extend the "upper por- 

tion" algorithms of [22, 23]. For example, in this way we avoid Et, reka-steps when 
generating complex folding transformations (see also [1, 2]). 
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algorithm (a variant of the algorithm, which is rather efficient from an implemen- 
tation point of view, but has a more narrow class of derivable transformations 
can be found in [1, 2]). 

Finally, notice, the great importance of the particular structure of the chosen 
safe abstract CE-cover. It can be used to control the structure of the new pro- 
gram: the keys specify the granularity of the definitions of ]I, while the answers 
can be used to control the internal structure of the definitions and the structure 
of the clauses of//. By allowing some extended calls and answers not to be 
covered (cf. example 1), we can specify what should be factored out by partial 
evaluation: all procedure calls not corresponding to the keys in the CE-cover 
are partially evaluated (cf. [18]). Thus, the particular form of the equivalence 
relation over the set of blocks is crucial. It seems that, by choosing non trivial 
equivalence relations, one can obtain rather complex and deep transformations 9. 

4 Deriving Logic Programs Using Call/Exit Patterns of 
the Source Program 

As could be seen from above the EOLD* interpretation and subsequent transfor- 
mation algorithm are strictly controlled by the safe abstract OE-cover of some 
EOLD tree. So the first problem is to prove the existence of the desired EOLD 
tree and to find a safe approximation of its call/exit  patterns: This problem is 
well known and several frameworks based on abstract top-down computation 
equipped with the tabulation mechanism have been suggested [26, 16, 7]. It was 
shown, that  abstract tabled computations can be done correctly for a very wide 
class of abstract domains [16, 7]. These algorithms allow to construct complete 
finite abstract CE-covers of some OLD tree using some equivalence relation over 
the set of atoms. Definition 1 has been elaborated keeping in mind the appli- 
cability of these algorithms to the extended call/exit patterns, which are used 
in our framework. Thus, we can assume, that  we are given some equivalence 
relation 7~ and the corresponding complete abstract OE-cover gs162 Notice, 
that  gs can imply a particular blocking strategy of some EOLD tree, i.e. the 
rule for partitioning atoms of the current goal into blocks (el. def. 1). 

Below we provide an example of a program transformation, which uses a more 
general form of 7~ than was described in section 3.1. This example is intended to 
demonstrate the capabilities of the framework and the usefulness of nontrivial 
equivalence relations over the set of atoms. 

Consider the logic program P given in example 1. The abstract OE-cover 

{[even(s(X)) =~ {even(s(s(O))), < even(s(,(Y))), r • 0 >}])  

is rLota safe abstract CE-cover for P,  because the not covered call even(X) 
has an infinite number of exit patterns. Some modification of the framework 
presented in section 3 allows to derive a finite new program. The OLD* tree 

In [3] we use an equivalence relation over the set of blocks, which considers two blocks 
to be equivalent if they are equivalent goals wrt the source program P. 
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contains the following simple derivation 
�9 Go = <  e(X),no({),0)> 

�9 G1 =< e~en(s(W1)),A~({wi .- x), ~),no({}, ~)> 

o~ = {wl ,-- . (w2))  
�9 G2 - -<  even(VC'2),nz((wz ~ x) ,  {wz = 6(w2))),no({), (w1 = a(w2)))> 
i os = {w2 +- o) 
�9 G3 ---Az({wz .-- x), {wz = ~(o),w2 = o}), Ao ({}, {wz = ,(o),w2 _-- o}))> 

o4 = {wz ~- X) 

�9 G4 =no({), {wz = ,(o), w2 = o, x = ,(o)})> 

which produces the clauses: 

- the clause e(X) ,--- ~z(X), which was obtained from the subrefutat ion of 
call(Go) by 

( d x )   1(w1) ),oZv(eq(01) U eq(0,)) 

- the clause ~rl(s(0)), which was obtained from the subrefutat ion of call(Gi) 
by 

( z(W1) ),oZv(eq(02) u eq(03)) 

The subrcfutations for call(Gi) of the form Gz 0~ G2 0% Gs , . . . ,  where 
05 = {w2 +-- ~(a(w3))) and 

G~ = <  even(W3),Az({wz ,-  x) ,  {wi = m(a(,(ws))),w2 = a(,(w3)))), A 0 ({), {.-.))> 
will produce an infinite number  of clauses ~'z(s(s(s(0)))), ~'z (s(s(s(s(s(O)))))),..., 
if the algori thm from section 3.4 is used. 

Thus we have to control the uncovered exit pat terns  of the call even(X) 
"manual ly" .  We can apply apply some "massaging" on Gs such tha t  we avoid 
the the infinite number of distinct subrefutations for even(W3). It  can be done 
as follows. The substitution 0s is the first one, which creates an " incomplete"  
but already not allowed answer for call(Gz). Thus 0s has to be made  more  flat. 
In general it is a complex operation, which is not always possible (because we 
should preserve correctness of all refutations in the tree), but in this part icular  
case the following reconstruction is correct: 0~ = {w2 ~- ~(w4)} and 
G~ : <  even(s(W4),nz({wz ,-- x), .{wz = ,(,(w4)),w2 = J(w4)}), n0 ({}, {...})>, 
Now key factorisation on G~ is applicable! One obtains: G~' = 
< even(s(Wh),ns({w5 , - -  w4},  0 ) , A l ( { w 1  4-- x } ,  { w l  = s ( s (w4) ) ,  W2 = s (w4)} ) ,  

n0 ({), {..-))>. 

The reconstruction above is ensured by the available abstract CE-cover. In- 

deed, the variable T473 occurs in only one atom of the goal Gs and it can possibly 

be instantiated by resolving even(W3).  On the other hand, the CE-cover  en- 
sures, that  the new introduced variable W4 occurring in G~ can be instant iated 
only by s(U) when resolving even(s(W4)) in G~ and thus, the variable W2 will 
have the same value as in the original derivation, provided tha t  all constraints in 
G~ are modified accordingly. This reconstruction can be considered as applying 
a special equivalence relation over the set of a toms,  which can be defined wrt 
the source program P.  On the other hand, this reconstruction is something more 
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powerful than the well known goal replacement (see [13, 17, 3]). In [2] it is shown 
how the formal proof of the equivalence above can be obtained. 

, 01 G~ I 06 The reconstructed subrefutations of the form G1 02 G2 ~, Gs- . - ,  
where call(Gs) : even(W6) and ee = {ws ,-- ,(ws)), will produce only one clause 
7rl(s(s(W4))) e-- 7q(W4) by 

 l(ws) u eq(O;) U {W5 = W4)),  

i.e. the following new program is generated 

n = . l ( x ) ,  . l ( s (0) ) ,  . l ( s ( . ( x ) ) )  . l ( x ) } .  

Notice, that  it was sufficient to consider only some upper portion of the 
tree. In general, if a covered call has s answers in the CE-cover, then only s 
derivations, which are passing it should be considered (this can be implemented 
by applying the corresponding tabulation mechanism). In the case of OLD* 
resolution by allowing to consider several answers we extend the algorithms 
of [11, 12], where only one answer can be considered. In complex applications 
similar to meta-programs specialisation multiple answers can help to increase 
the granularity of residual programs. By using OLD* resolution with CE-covers 
having only singleton sets of answers, our algorithm reduces to that  [12]. On 
the other hand in the example above the specification of the pair of answers 
was important and was used in another way (otherwise the goal reconstruction 
would not be possible). 

The new program H is the odd numbers program. This kind of transforma- 
tions cannot be produced using the frameworks of [11, 12, 17, 22, 23] (in our case 
it has been possible due to incorporating of special information about the source 
program). This example shows that  our approach can be used in a problem spe- 
cific way by introducing specialised equivalence relations. We expect that  very 
interesting transformations can be obtained by using equivalence relations over 
blocks Of unbounded size (the number of equivalence classes should be finite). 
In this way folding of an infinite number of atoms can be derived (the recent 
paper [4] gives an example). Equivalence relations of the latter kind can produce 
transformations similar to [6, 8]. Extensive examples of standard "finite" fold- 
ing transformations, which can be obtained by applying a weaker version of the 
presented algorithm are given in [1, 2]. 

5 C o n c l u s i o n  a n d  R e l a t e d  W o r k  

Our framework allows to consider the source logic program as a "runnable" 
specification, which should be used to derive a "real" program, which satisfies 
some requirements. Indeed, one can perform the following step: 

1. Choose the most suitable abstract domain for the program at hand. The 
domain should satisfy the necessary conditions for the correct application 
of an abstract tabulation mechanism (see for example [16, 7]). This step is 
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not formal and should take into account all available information about the 
program and its application (sometimes it can be provided by the users of 
the program). 

2. In terms of the abstract domain specify the desired call/exit patterns of the 
target program. The following items can be specified: 

- What should be factored out by partial evaluation 
- The macro structure of the program, i.e. the number of the definitions 

and their granularity 
- The internal structure of the clauses 

Prove by applying an abstract tabulation technique, that the specified 
call/exit patterns imply the existence of an EOLD tree. 

3. Apply the algorithms described in sections 3.3 and 3.4. 

The basic ideas of.the approach allow to integrate in one toolkit lots of 
existing transformation techniques for definite logic programs [18, 13, 11, 12, 
22, 23] combined with high level concepts to specify the properties of the target 
program and possibilities to incorporate problem specific information. It seems, 
that the development of a general form for the requirements on the equivalence 
relations over the set of blocks is a promising direction of research. 
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